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"A note of all the havens, harbors, crepes, bayes, Roads, and fortress totvnes a longe the caste
of Portengall," '&c., &>c., and "a note of all their skepping, barges, and carvells and galles"
'®>c; &* of "the burdens and tons of each and all," &c.
Page from a MS. book (48 pp. sm: 410), dedicated by "Wyllyam Lydestone" "To the
Worshipful and hys singular good friend, Master doctor dalle, esquer, master of requests to the Quenes
most excelente Maiestie. Anno 1582" (former Ambassador to France).
Erstwhile in possession of Mssts Ellis; now in the National Maritime Museum. (Listed in Annual
Report of the Society for Nautical Research, 1935, p. 42.)
In the dedicatory epistle, Lydestone explained that while he " abode in the Court of Spain" he
managed to " view and search forth some parts of the secret estate of the Realm of Spain, and part of
the Realm of Portugal"; and that by contriving to see some of their Muster Rolls, and partly by his
own " knowledge and experience," he had " collected and translated out of the Spanish tongue into
the English" particulars of all the havens and shipping " within the Realm of Spain": and other
matter, including lists of Archbishops, Bishops, and Grandees. (He adds a Note on all the titles of
the Grand Turk.)
Depreciating " dainty curious schoolmen," he prides himself rather on his matter than
his manner: " accept these my labours herein as the first fruits of a poor traveller who to the uttermost
of his small power, in the service of the Queen's most excellent Majesty and for his native country as
heretofore, . . . will at all times . . . yield himself to any labour, travail, or danger whatsoever ..."
By the reference to " danger" we may suspect that he was a spy, whether voluntary or
professional. His handbook was compiled after the Spanish Conquest of Portugal had awakened
England to the possibility that a combined Spanish and Portuguese Navy might soon attempt to
annex England.
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